CHALLENGE
Renovate 15’ x 50’ equipment storage room to provide better organization and access

GEARBOSS SOLUTION
GearBoss System:
• X-Carts™
• Team Carts™
**BENEFITS**

- Innovative cart system streamlines inventory process
- Flexible solution adjusts to suit different sports
- Enhanced security protects valuable equipment
- Sturdy construction ensures long-lasting performance

**HIGHLIGHTS**

“Before the GearBoss System, most of our equipment was stored on shelves along the storage room wall,” says Bogunia. “However, it seemed like a lot of stuff was just thrown in there; walking around was always difficult.”

After seeing the GearBoss System at several AD conferences, Bogunia proposed buying it as part of the school’s renovation. Nine GearBoss carts were installed in November 2006, and they are used for storing equipment for 12 to 15 teams. Football alone uses three carts plus an extra shoulder pad unit. More than 600 students attend the school, with one-third involved in sports.

“The GearBoss System helps with equipment inventory,” says Bogunia. “Rather than digging through boxes, it’s easy to roll the carts aside to check what you have and what you need.” He also likes the flexibility of the carts - how the shelves, hangers and garment bars can be configured to best suit their needs.

“I think the coaches appreciate having a home for their team’s equipment and a system for storing it,” explains Bogunia. “Previously they were always fighting for space on the shelves or using their own containers.” No one is allowed to store equipment on the storage room floor or against the walls; everything must now fit on a cart.

Along with better organization, security was also important. “Protecting our school’s sizable investment in athletic equipment was one of the benefits I promoted to our school board,” recalls Bogunia, adding that the money spent on equipment far exceeds the cost of the GearBoss carts.

“The GearBoss System is sturdy, high-quality equipment,” he concludes. “You get what you pay for and I think they will last a long time.”

**PRODUCT LIST**

X-Carts™, Team Carts™
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